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Abstract. The development of early diagnostic and prognostic tools for the visualization of amyloid-␤ (A␤) deposits is one
important focus of current imaging research. In patients with Alzheimer’s disease (AD), non-invasive and efficient detection
of soluble and aggregated A␤ is important to determine the immediate success of intervention trails. The novel near infraredfluorescence (NIRF) probe THK-265 efficiently penetrates the blood-brain barrier and has a strong and efficient binding to
cerebral A␤. Ex vivo microscopy of i) THK-265-labeling of plaques in paraffin-embedded tissue and ii) cerebral cryo-sections
after intravenous injection of THK-265 confirmed a systematic increase of the NIRF signal corresponding to A␤ plaque number
and size during disease progression. Furthermore, we investigated different stages of plaque formation in amyloid-␤ protein
precursor transgenic mice in vivo after intravenous application of THK-265 to evaluate different aggregation levels with NIRF
signals. The intensity of the NIRF signal correlated well with the plaque burden, indicating its utility for direct monitoring of
A␤ aggregation progression. In summary, our results support the use of the NIRF probe THK-265 for the diagnosis and direct
visualization of amyloid deposits and open the possibility for efficient, pre-symptomatic monitoring of A␤ deposition in the
aging brain.
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INTRODUCTION
In Alzheimer’s disease (AD), abnormal, pathological processing and transport of amyloid-␤ (A␤)
peptides initially lead to clinically minor cognitive
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alterations and morphologically to the formation of
A␤ plaques and tangles with progressive neurodegeneration and overt dementia [1]. To date, available
treatment strategies are of low efficacy and only
promise limited help for a few months [2, 3]. Furthermore, a reliable diagnosis of AD during the early
stages of cognitive impairment is not yet available,
but is currently the subject of considerable research.
Some authors have reported that measurement of
both phospho-tau (181P) and A␤x-42 can enhance
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diagnostic precision during stages of mild cognitive
impairment [4–6].
A␤ peptides are the main constituents of cerebral amyloid plaques. They are the products of the
proteolytic cleavage and pathological processing of
the amyloid-␤ protein precursor (A␤PP) and may
vary in total length from 38 to 43 amino acids, with
A␤42 being more toxic then C-terminally shorter moieties [7]. Toxic aggregation products of A␤ such as
oligomers, fibrils, and finally, senile plaques differentially contribute to the cognitive decline in patients
[8, 9]. Recent studies using A␤PP-transgenic mice
indicate that small, soluble oligomeric, non-fibrillar,
or proto-fibrillar assemblies of A␤ exhibit the most
toxic effects on synaptic connections and neuronal
integrity [10, 11]. Growing evidence indicates that A␤
oligomers may be even more critical than amyloid
plaques for the development of AD-related neuronal
dysfunction and memory deficits [8, 12], although
there is also evidence for a direct pathogenic role of
plaques and plaque-associated neuritic dystrophy [9,
13, 14]. The accumulation of A␤ deposits leads to
neuron loss along with cerebral atrophy and evokes
cognitive impairment, a decline of mental faculties,
dementia and finally death [15]. The successful early
detection of A␤ pathology in patients could enable
the definitive preclinical diagnosis of AD, and facilitate quantitative evaluation of the efficacy of anti-A␤
therapeutics.
To track disease progression and to visualize A␤
deposits, the development and application of more efficient, cost-effective, non-invasive detection techniques
are essential. Therefore, one focus of research relies
on novel optical methods of near infrared fluorescence
(NIRF) imaging agents that show high and specific
affinity to amyloid deposits in the brain. Particularly
useful are small NIRF probes with emission signals
that provide a high signal-to-background ratio in the
wavelength-range from 700 to 900 nm [16]. In this
context, fluorescence spectroscopy is the most applied
method for visualization of amyloid self-assembly
[17]. Currently, a number of molecular fluorescent
probes for the detection of amyloid self-assembly and
plaques are available [18]: Congo red, Thioflavin S/T,
fluorescein, and de novo-synthesized probes such as
NIAD-4 [19]. Novel luminescent-conjugated polythiophenes (LCPs) cross the blood-brain barrier effectively
and stain pre-fibrillar A␤ assemblies and A␤ deposits
in the brain [14, 20]. More importantly, one member
of the LCP family has shown distinct spectral signature shifts that correspond to the toxic, pathological
A␤ moieties. Optimal fluorophores, imaging param-

eters, and specific features for NIRF imaging of A␤
were recently described by Raymond and colleagues
[21]. These workers simulated targeted probe emissions values for A␤ in the range between 630–800 nm
and tested idealized fluorophores in transgenic mouse
models. They found that fluorophores with an emission >800 nm show better S/N ratios and are more
sensitive to changes in cerebral A␤ burden during
disease progression. The best A␤ NIRF probe tested
was the oxazine-derived A␤-binding dye AOI987.
In initial studies, the AOI987 (with absorption and
emission peaks at 650 and 750 nm) was used to distinguish aged, A␤PP-transgenic mice from wild type
mice [22]. In A␤PP23 transgenic mice aged 9 months
and older, AOI987 proved to be an efficient probe
to monitor disease progression and plaque load in
brain. Moreover, the curcumin-derivatized NIRF probe
CRANAD-2 was also used as a contrast agent to
track A␤ and was used to monitor disease progression
[23].
NIRF probes not only target A␤ deposits in AD,
but also may be suitable for the assessment of other
protein aggregates in neurodegenerative diseases. In
this regard, another neuropathological hallmark of
AD is the formation of neurofibrillary tangles with
intracellular tau aggregates in multiple regions of
the brain. 18 F-THK523 was identified as a novel
in vivo tau-imaging ligand for AD [24]. Binding studies demonstrated that 18 F-THK523 binds
with high affinity and selectivity to tau but not to
A␤ plaques. Also, boron-dipyrromethene (BODIPY)based Zn++ -complexes have shown high affinity for
hyperphosphorylated proteins and were used to visualize aggregated tau in AD [25]. As an additional probe
for hyperphosphorylated tau, Thiazine Red was used
as an accurate diagnostic tool for the rapid postmortem
diagnosis of AD neuropathology [26].
As an alternative to conventional techniques, the
new NIRF probe THK-265 was suggested for detection of cerebral A␤ deposits in A␤PP-transgenic
mice, and may serve as a good candidate for nearinfrared imaging [27]. Fluorescent properties such
as emission wavelength greater than 650 nm showed
high quantum yield and molar absorption coefficients, together with high binding affinity to A␤ fibrils
(Kd = 97 nM).
Here, we describe the development of a systematic
procedure that allowed us to visualize A␤ in A␤PPtransgenic mice at different disease stages. Using
A␤PP-transgenic mice that develop A␤ deposits as
early as 50 days, we performed a longitudinal study
starting at different time-points of A␤ pathology:
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75, 100, and >200 days. Our goal was to evaluate
the methodological requirements and limitations of a
near-infrared imaging approach to cerebral A␤ accumulation using THK-265.
MATERIAL AND METHODS
Reagents
THK-265 was obtained from Organica (Wolfen,
Germany). The full name of the NIRF compound
THK-265 is: 5-(2E,4E)-5-(6-hydroxy-4-oxo-2-thioxo1,2,3,4-tetrahydroxy-5-pyrimidinyl)-2,4pentadienylidene-2-thioxodihydro-4,6(1 H,5 H)pyrimidinedione.
AβPP-transgenic mouse model of cerebral
β-amyloidosis
A double mutation transgenic mouse strain on the
C57Bl/6 background was used as an animal model
of ␤-amyloidosis mimicking AD. This mouse model
expresses mutated human A␤PPswe and mutated
human presenilin 1 (L166P) in the C57Bl/6 genomic
background and starts to develop early A␤ plaques at 67 weeks of age [28, 29]. Furthermore, we used FVB/N
(white fur), and mixed (B6/129S7, brown fur) genomic
backgrounds to test for interference of the fur color
with the infrared measurements. Mice were housed
under controlled conditions with free access to food
and water. For NIRF imaging, mice were anesthetized
using rompun/ketanest (2.5% and 7.5%, respectively,
in 0.9% NaCl, ZAP Rostock) over 90 min. All consecutive analyses were done after intravenous (i.v.)
administration of THK-265 at 75, 100, and 200 days
into the tail vein of male and female mice (n ≥ 5).
Two controls were injected intracerebrally (i.c.) with
THK-265 at coordinates relative to bregma, AP: +1;
L: +2; IB: –2). Age-matched wild-type mice without plaque formation were used as control subjects
(n ≥ 5, male/female). For comparison of the effectiveness of delivery route, two mice were additionally
injected intraperitoneally (i.p.). Plaque imaging was
also performed in aged mice (>200 d) for comparison of changes in signal intensity with increased age
(n = 5).
Determination of cerebral THK-265 uptake
by NIRF scanning
For all in vivo experiments, THK-265 was dissolved in DMSO and further diluted in 0.1 M
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phosphate-buffered saline (PBS, pH7) supplemented
with 0.02 mol/l HCl to the end concentration of
maximal 10% DMSO. For non-invasive imaging of
THK-265 in living mice, fluorescence images were
taken using an Odyssey® Infrared Imaging System
(OIIS, LI-COR Biosciences) equipped with a filter
set at 665 ± 22.5 nm excitation and 725 ± 25 nm emissions. After intravenous administration of THK-265,
anesthetized mice were scanned at 700 nm at different
time points (10, 20, 30, 60, and 90 min).
Quantitative image analyses
Scans of whole animals and organs were analyzed
using the Odyssey® imaging software (version 3.0).
Signal intensities were determined relative to the initial
measurements at 30 min after THK-265 administration. Scan settings were medium or high image quality,
169 or 84 m resolution, intensity 1.0–5.0 for the
700-channel, with zero z-offset. For quantification,
the NIRF signal was analyzed as the average of the
700 nm-channel integrated intensities from n ≥ 5 mice
normalized to the background and correlated to agematched controls. Results are expressed as arbitrary
units (means ± standard errors of the mean).
Quantiﬁcation of Aβ plaque deposition
Immunohistochemistry was done as previously
described [29–32]. Briefly, formalin-fixed brains were
embedded in paraffin and 4 m-thick sections were cut.
After deparaffinization, the sections were processed
using the BOND-MAX™ autostainer (Leica Microsystems GmbH/Menarini). Immunostaining was initiated
after blocking endogenous peroxidase (5 min) and epitope retrieval for 5 min with 70% formic acid. The
primary antibody (clone 6F/3D, anti-human, epitope
A␤8-17, dilution 1 : 200, Dako) was incubated routinely for 30 min at room temperature. The primary
antibody was detected with the BOND-MAX™ Bond
Polymer Refine Detection Kit and standard protocol
DAB R30. Slides were fully digitized with a resolution of 230 nm using the MIRAX® automated slide
scanner, and then semi-automatically analyzed using
the AxioVision software package (Zeiss MicroImaging
GmbH).
Additionally, adjacent sections of the brains were
prepared in ethanol/xylene and incubated with THK265 (100 M) for 10 min. After brief washes in water
and PBS, the slides were examined using the OIIS (LICOR Biosciences) and a laser-scanning microscope
(LSM700, Zeiss MicroImaging GmbH).
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Ex vivo analysis and in vitro co-labeling
of plaques in aged AβPP-transgenic mice
Immediately after i.v. application of THK-265
and in vivo NIRF scanning, mice were killed, and
brains were removed, cryo-protected with (TissueTek OCT compound, Sakura), and frozen sections
were cut at 16 m thickness. Immunofluorescence
staining of plaques was performed using a primary
A␤-specific antibody (clone 6E10, anti-human, epitope A␤3-8 , 1 : 500, Covance) and an anti-mouse
Cy3 antibody (1 : 500, goat-anti-mouse, Dianova) for
detection. THK-265 and 6E10 co-staining of A␤
plaques was detected simultaneously using an automated brightfield and fluorescence MiraxMidi slide
scanner (Zeiss MicroImaging GmbH). Images were
also acquired using an inverted microscope (AxioVert
Zeiss MicroImaging GmbH) equipped with a Cy5 filter
set (665 ± 22.5 nm excitation and 725 ± 25 nm emission), and a laser scanning microscope (LSM700, Zeiss
MicroImaging GmbH).
Toxicity and statistical analysis
All procedures were performed in accordance with
animal protocols according to the German animal
protection law and approved by the local authorities
“Landesamt für Landwirtschaft, Lebensmittelsicherheit und Fischereiwesen Mecklenburg-Vorpommern”
(LALLF M-V), Thierfelder Str, 18057 Rostock, Germany. The control group was injected with PBS,
whereas the treated group was injected with different
concentrations of THK-265 (0.1, 1, and 10 mg/kg of
body weight). Quantification results are presented as
means ± standard errors of the mean (SEM). Statistical
significance analysis was performed using Student‘s
t-test with the significance level set at p < 0.05, twotailed.
RESULTS
Parameter determination for in vivo NIRF imaging
To use the fluorescence characteristics of THK265 for the non-invasive detection and real-time
monitoring of A␤ deposition, we developed a procedure that allows the in vivo assessment at different
stages of ␤-amyloidosis in mice (Fig. 1A). In this
regard, we established parameters and conditions for
infrared-fluorescence imaging using the OIIS (LICOR Biosciences). The system is equipped with an

excitation laser diode at 665 ± 22.5 nm and emission
detection array at 725 ± 25 nm.
Starting with control mice on the FVB/N (white
fur), C57Bl/6 (B6, black fur), and mixed (B6/129S7,
brown fur) genomic backgrounds, we detected sufficient signal-to-noise ratios only in B6 mice with a good
baseline resolution (Fig. 1B left). The brown and the
white fur of the B6/129S7 and FVB/N stains, respectively, resulted in a reflection and refraction of the laser
light, generating a high background signal and low
S/N ratio. Figure 1C illustrates the dorsal position of
imaged mice.
To determine the optimal route of THK-265 administration, we tested intravenous, intraperitoneal, and
intracerebral applications, each showing a distinctive staining pattern: after intracerebral injection into
cortex, a restricted fluorescence signal was obtained
(Fig. 1DI), in contrast to intravenous administration
with a broad signal in the blood vessels of brain
(Fig. 1DII). No near-infrared signal was obtained after
intra-peritoneal administration (Fig. 1DIII) even at
higher resolution and signal intensity (bottom panels).
Histological analyses of murine brain sections
after ex vivo THK-265 incubation
To confirm that changes in expression intensity
were mediated by different quantities of A␤, we performed ex vivo labeling of A␤ plaques. Co-staining
of plaques was done by immunohistochemistry in
paraffin-embedded brain slices for control (0), early (I,
75 d), middle (II, 100 d), and late stages (>200 d, III)
of A␤ deposition using antibody 6F/3D (Fig. 2A). To
analyze features of plaque staining at different stages
of A␤ pathology, appropriate quantitative evaluation
methods for stained slides were used. Plaque amount
was quantified using 230 nm-high-resolution analysis software after scanning of the 4 m sections by
an automated brightfield Mirax slide scanner (Zeiss
Microsystems GmbH) as previously described [32].
As expected, the first deposits of A␤ appeared after 50
days as isolated small plaques (Fig. 2A0). The number and size of the amyloid plaques increased with
animal age; furthermore, the A␤ aggregates spread
from cortex, eventually to include the entire brainstem
(Fig. 2AI-III). To establish the relationship between
A␤ plaques and plaque-associated THK-265 staining,
adjacent sections of hemispheres were prepared in
ethanol/xylene, and incubated for 10 min with THK265. Using OIIS (LI-COR Biosciences) we performed
whole brain slice imaging to visualize the NIR fluorescence signal (red plaque core) of A␤ deposition
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Fig. 1. Establishment of THK-265 staining. A) Chemical structure of near-infrared fluorescence (NIRF) probe THK-265. B) Comparison of background signal of different mouse strains imaged
under the same scanning conditions: C57B6/l (black fur, left), mixed (B6/129S7, middle), and FVB/N (white fur, right). C) Visualization of anesthetized B6 mouse positioned for imaging. D)
Different routes of THK-265 administration with characteristic patterns of fluorescence signal in the brain; I) i.c., II) i.v., and III) i.p. Scan settings were medium image quality with 84 m resolution
and in the intensity range between 3 (upper panel) and 4.5 (bottom panel) for the 700-channel with a z-offset of 0.0 mm.
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Fig. 2. Immunohistochemical stains of amyloid plaques in A␤PP-transgenic mice at different disease stages. A) With increasing age, mice
revealed a greater number of A␤-positive plaques. 4 m-thick sections from paraffin-embedded brains were labeled with 6F/3D antibody. Slices
were scanned with a Mirax slide scanner and analyzed at 50 d (0), 75 d (I), 100 d (II), and >200 d (III). Scale bars represent 500 m. B, C)
THK-265 staining of adjacent sections for 10 min at the same time points. Cryo-slices of 4 m thickness were imaged by OIIS (B) and at higher
magnification (20×) by fluorescence microscopy (C). D) Plaque number, size and area occupied by plaques increased continuously during the
investigated period of time (50 to 200 days) and were obtained by LSM. Scale bar 50 m.

(Fig. 2B). Additionally, higher magnification revealed
enhanced amyloid plaque staining using fluorescence
microscopy at different disease stages (Fig. 2C). Using
a LSM we confirmed selective and efficient staining of
A␤ plaques (red) in the transgenic mice (nuclear DAPI
counterstain in blue; Fig. 2D).
Ex vivo imaging of Aβ deposits and establishment
of imaging conditions for THK-265
Additionally, the effects of plaque staining and
THK-265 brain uptake were further characterized
after distinct incubation times. Following intravenous
administration into A␤PP-transgenic mice (75 d),
brains were removed after 10, 20, 30, 60, 90 min, and
8 h, and cryo-protected. We compared the NIRF sig-

nals and found an increased IF signal in brains after
10, 20, and 90 min, which decreased over time up to
8 h (Fig. 3AI-IV).
Next, we injected several concentrations (0.01, 1.0,
and 10 mg/kg) of THK-265 dissolved in 10% DMSO
and diluted in 0.1 M PBS supplemented with 0.02 mol/l
HCl. The best plaque labeling was achieved using
1 mg/kg, which did not generate detectable toxicity
effects in the brain, as shown in Fig. 3B. To demonstrate
the cerebral distribution of THK-265 after i.v. application, 100 d-old mice were killed without transcardial
perfusion. During the first minutes after application,
THK-265 was transported over the BBB into the brain.
Usually, the fluorescence signal was stronger in A␤PPtransgenic mice (Fig. 3CI), in contrast to age-matched
controls (Fig. 3CII).
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Fig. 3. Ex vivo labeling of A␤ deposits in mouse brains and cryo-slices. A) Between 10 and 20 min after i.v. administration of THK-265, the
near-infrared signal increased significantly and then decreased to a low signal after 8 h. B) Differences in plaque labeling are shown in cryo-slices
using two different concentrations of THK-265 : 0.01 mg (BI) and 1 mg per kg mouse body weight (BII). THK-265 distribution in brains of 100
d old mice (n > 2): after 30 min mice were killed and brains were removed. A␤PP-transgenic mice (CI) showed higher signals than controls
(CII).

In vivo imaging and quantiﬁcation of Aβ deposits
in mouse brains
For in vivo imaging and quantification of A␤ at different disease stages, THK-265 was used as a ligand to
aggregated A␤ and measured intracerebrally with an
OIIS (LI-COR Biosciences). After intravenous administration of THK-265 (1 mg/kg body weight), mice
were scanned at 10, 20, 30, 60, and 90 min using the
imaging parameters described above.
First, for visualization in the prone position and
mapping of fluorescence signal in the head region,
photos of the anesthetized mice were taken. The
head, body, and tail of a living mouse positioned
for imaging are illustrated in Fig. 4A0. Next, we
compared the overall cerebral uptake of THK-265
at different ages of each mouse modeling the progression of cerebral A␤ deposition: 75 d (Fig. 4AI),
100 d (Fig. 4BI), and older than 200 d (Fig. 4CI),
and compared the results with age-matched, nontransgenic control mice (n ≥ 5, Fig. 4AII-CII). We
observed an increase of the NIRF signal in the

A␤PP-transgenic mice correlating with age, whereas
the signal in the age-matched, non-transgenic controls
did not vary versus baseline. Male (upper row) and
female mice (bottom row) did not show significant
differences.
For quantification of signal intensity, the region of
interest in the mouse head was analyzed and quantified against the background signal in the trunk of the
mice. For this reason, a representative image of the
75 d-old mouse is shown in Fig. 5A0 and the same
regions of interest were selected for all mice. The A␤
load was quantified by comparing the NIRF signal
intensities at 30 min in the A␤PP-transgene-positive
group (n ≥ 5) and normalized against the measurement
background: 75 d of age (Fig. 5A); 100 d (Fig. 5B);
>200 d (Fig. 5C) with A␤PP transgene (A␤PP+/0 , I),
or without (A␤PP0/0 , II). Thus, THK-265 can be used
to determine that, with increased age, the A␤ deposits
and therefore the fluorescence signal increases significantly (Fig. 5D, grey columns, p ≥ 0.05). Furthermore,
the NIRF signal did not change in controls at any of
the analyzed time points (black columns).
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Fig. 4. In vivo administration of THK-265 into A␤PP-transgenic and control mice. A␤ deposits in the brain were visualized by in vivo imaging with the OIIS system 30 min after THK-265
administration into the tail vein of mice. A0) Dorsal view of anesthetized mouse for scanning, illustrating the head, body and tail. A–C) Scanning of A␤PP-transgenic (I) and age-matched control
mice (II) at different ages: (A) 75, (B) 100, and (C) >200 days (n > 8) under the same scanning conditions: the image quality was 169 m resolution and intensity at 4.5. Upper panel, male; bottom
panel, female mice.
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Fig. 5. Quantification of signal intensity. For infrared signal quantification, the THK-265 signal was analyzed as the average 700-channel integrated intensities from n > 5 mice (dorsal position
as in Fig. 4A0) normalized to the background (A0). Results are expressed as arbitrary units (means ± standard errors of the mean) compared to treated age-matched controls. A–C) Imaged scans
of males were semi-quantitatively measured by comparing the fluorescence signal intensity normalized against background signal (75 d A; 100 d B; >200 d C). D) The diagram (AU - arbitrary
units) shows a significant enhancement of signal intensities with increasing age (75–200 d), (I – A␤PP-transgene positive, A␤PP+/0 ), whereas controls revealed no changes in signal intensity
(II – A␤PP0/0 ); *p < 0.05.
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Fig. 6. Ex vivo labeling of A␤ deposits in brain cryo-slices. A) Ex vivo visualization of THK-265-infrared signal in cryo-sections at 75 d (C),
100 d (D) and >200 d (E) older A␤PP-transgenic (I) and age-matched control mice (II).

Ex vivo plaque staining after i.v. THK-265
administration
Cryo-slices of A␤PP-transgenic mouse brains after
i.v. injection of THK-265 showed an increase of the
near-infrared signal in relation to plaque amount and
concentration of NIRF dye. Representative images of
each group are shown in Fig. 6AI-CI. In older mice
more labeled plaques were detected, confirming the
in vivo results, whereas no signal could be observed
in non-transgenic, age-matched controls (Fig. 6AIICII).
The staining of amyloid deposits with THK265 in whole brain slices was monitored by an
automated brightfield and fluorescence MiraxMidi
scanner (Zeiss MicroImaging GmbH). For a 200 dold A␤PP-transgenic mouse, different magnifications
were imaged to demonstrate excellent THK-labeling
of A␤ plaques in the forebrain (Fig. 7AI-V). Assessment of A␤ targeting characteristics was performed
in all groups and mapped with disease progression
[(I) 75 d; (II) 100 d; (III) >200 d mice] and distinct
regions were analyzed at different magnifications using
a LSM (Fig. 7B). Ex vivo staining of plaques with
THK-265 confirmed the possibility of a direct real-time
monitoring in living animals. Again, with increasing
plaque number the fluorescence signal of THK-265
was significantly stronger. Additionally, brain slices
were stained fluorescently with specific A␤ antibody

(clone 6E10) to visualize plaques (Fig. 7C). Furthermore, fluorescent co-staining of amyloid deposits with
both THK-265 (green) and 6E10 (red) was monitored
by LSM in all groups (nuclear DAPI counterstain in
blue, Fig. 7D).

DISCUSSION
The successful development of a non-invasive optical measurement platform for A␤ would enable
inexpensive, accessible, and non-radioactive detection
of early A␤ deposits for the diagnosis of AD and the
surveillance of anti-A␤ treatment. Such a technical
approach could be an efficient strategy for in vivo A␤
plaque imaging in patients, and could also be used as a
useful tool for biomarker candidate identification. Furthermore, pre-symptomatic, early, and non-invasive
diagnosis of AD and other neurodegenerative diseases
is crucial for effective therapeutic interventions [1].
One major characteristic of AD is the continuously
increasing protein deposition over many years. In this
regard, the development of low-molecular weight compounds for direct imaging of these protein deposits
in neurodegenerative diseases is currently an emerging field of research. Several requirements should be
noted: First, the intrinsic fluorescence of imaging fluorophores presents a problem when they emit visible
light in a range between 350–700 nm. Whereas infrared
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Fig. 7. Double labeling of A␤ plaques after i.v. administration of THK-265. A) Fluorescent staining of plaques (16 m-thick slices) after i.v.
administration of THK-265 into A␤PP-transgenic mouse brains using the Mirax scanner at different magnifications. Scale bar 1000 m (I)
500 m (II), 200 m (III), 100 m (IV), and 50 m (V). Plaques were stained with THK-265 (B) or an A␤-specific antibody (clone 6E10) (C)
and visualized using laser scanning microscopy (LSM700) at different magnifications. Scale bar 100 and 50 m, respectively. D) Double-labeling
of fluorescently stained plaques with THK-265 (green) and 6E10 antibody (red). DAPI was employed for nuclear counterstaining (blue). Scale
bar 50 m.

biomolecules have suitable excitation and emission
wavelengths between 600–800 nm, they also require
spatial integration with amyloid. Novel near-infrared
fluorescence (NIRF) probes with appropriate lipophilic
properties and blood-brain barrier permeability are
excellent alternatives for the visualization of protein
deposits [21, 22, 27]. Second, natural background fluorescence interference is a potential problem, but this
is minimized by NIRF probes, which yield high con-

trast between target and background tissues [33]. Last
but not least, NIRF probes are cheap and useful alternatives to radio-labeled, short-lived isotopes for positron
and single-photon emission computerized tomography (PET/SPECT). Non-invasive techniques, such as
molecular imaging with PET, might overcome some
of the limitations of bioluminescence detection, but
require the availability of complex hardware and high
expenditure of time [34].
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Recently, it was shown that the NIRF dye THK-265
specifically detects amyloid deposits with high binding
affinity to amyloid fibrils in an A␤PP-transgenic mouse
model [27]. In contrast to the A␤PP-transgenic mice
used by Okamura, which produce the first A␤ deposits
relatively late, we developed a specific procedure for
non-invasive in vivo and ex vivo imaging of A␤ deposits
using THK-265 that allows us to assess differences
in A␤ levels in an A␤PP-transgene mouse model at
early points in time (75 days) and different pathologyrelated stages of amyloidosis. The transgenic mouse
system enables imaging in a controlled and consistent
microenvironment and is well characterized at different stages of A␤ accumulation [29, 31, 32].
In a longitudinal study, amyloid plaques were analyzed in vitro and compared with different points in
time or with non-transgenic controls at an age of 75,
100, to 200 days. To confirm our findings that the
signal intensity is tightly correlated to the differences
in plaque load, reflecting the activity and aggregation
state of A␤, we also performed direct measurements of
infrared fluorescence signal in living male and female
mice (Fig. 4). Our in vivo findings support the feasibility of using THK-265 to visualize the increase in
A␤ deposits with increasing age by detecting increased
NIRF signal intensities (Fig. 5). However, one critical
point should be noted: in all non-transgenic control
mice (A␤PP0/0 ) an infrared signal was also observed
by in vivo imaging with OIIS which was evoked from
early THK-265 transport from the blood vessels into
the brain during the first minutes after i.v. application. As a consequence, the infrared signal from the
vessels appears to dominate over the plaque staining
at very early time points between 50 and 75 days
in A␤PP-transgenic mice. Quantification of the fluorescence signal resulted in slight differences in the
75 d-old A␤PP-transgene positive group (AI) in contrast to control mice (AII, in Fig. 5D).
Recent publications by other groups have reported
on the biodistribution of NIRF probes, providing
important information on brain uptake and penetration
to deliver sufficient amounts of NIRF probes across
the BBB as well as their elimination from brain [18,
19, 22, 27]. Here, we confirmed significant penetration
of THK-265 into the brain and its rapid uptake within
10 min after i.v. administration (Fig. 3A), underscoring favorable properties of this NIRF dye to assess A␤
deposits.
We also confirmed a decrease in signal intensity
in the vessels by elimination of THK-265 from the
blood stream approximately 90 min up to eight hours
after i.v. administration (Fig. 3A), suggesting predom-

inantly binding of the dye to A␤ plaques in the cortex
regions. Furthermore, the A␤ deposition was highly
increased in much older mice (>200 d); where extensive A␤ deposition coincides with strong NIRF signal
intensity in brains in vivo (Figs. 4C and 5C).
Immunofluorescence images obtained by several
microscopic methods after i.v. application of THK265 (Figs. 6 and 7), and immunohistochemical ex vivo
labeling of A␤ plaques using the NIRF dye and A␤specific antibodies (Fig. 2) confirmed that the changes
in the infrared signal intensity were mediated by differences in the A␤ load.
Our results demonstrate that changes in NIRF signal intensity are only weakly correlated with changes
in A␤ burden at very early stages of cerebral amyloidosis (Figs. 4A and 5A), suggesting the need for
higher sensitivity including lower detection levels.
These objectives can be achieved by the enhancement
of the NIRF probes with respect to the emission signal.
In this context, we should mention the higher signal
intensity in humans due to the size of the human brain
and a more restricted signal monitoring option to the
region of interest, e.g., temporal lobe. Furthermore,
distribution differences in the fluorescence signal can
be overcome by normalizing the measured fluorescence intensity with a reference background in patients
or cortical areas bearing no amyloid plaques.
Another positive feature of NIRF probe THK-265
is the lack of obvious toxicity after i.v. administration at the described concentrations (also reported by
[27]), indicating a beneficial use of related dyes for
application in patients. Thus, many methodological
limitations associated with contrast agents might be
obviated by the use of NIRF probes, including toxicity
at higher concentrations, the route of administration,
hydrophobicity and associated risks such as longer
brain retention [21].
With respect to current PET studies with biomarkers of regional neuronal activity and amyloidosis, A␤
deposits provide complementary information for the
early diagnosis and follow-up of patients with dementia [35, 36]. In this context, it should be mentioned that
the resolution and quantitative ability of in vivo NIRF
imaging in patients currently would be as low as PET
using radionuclide tracers. However, PET scanning
still has several disadvantages, including low availability, low resolution to identify individual plaques as well
as the requirement for radioactive substances [34, 37].
Additionally, PET is an expensive technique that it is
not widely available for preclinical, small animal studies in basic research that serve as a basis for future
human trials.
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CONCLUSIONS
In summary, we developed and tested a procedure
that allowed us to visualize cerebral amyloid deposits
for the non-invasive detection and real-time monitoring
of A␤ accumulation at different stages of the process. NIRF dyes may serve as new diagnostic tools
for humans with neurodegenerative disorders in which
protein deposits, e.g., A␤ aggregates, arise over many
years. Specifically, our approach indicates that the
NIRF dye THK-265 is an excellent starting point for
developing this approach for use in human diagnostics.
Furthermore, THK-265 or similar NIRF probes may
facilitate the evaluation of new therapeutic strategies
for AD.
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